America Welcomes PM Abubakar Balewa of Nigeria

7/25-28/61

16mm, color, sof, "A" wind, 973'
Good pix.

PM Abubakar Balewa visits the United States stopping at Washington D.C to see JFK then going to Chicago, Nashville, and New York City. JFK Material appears only through the Washington sequence.

0-#3
1- Credits
6- Title
12- Activity at Andrew's Air Force Base prior to arrival of Balewa
   Shots of military, chiefs of staff, Rusk, LBJ, camera men, crowds
36- Balewa debarks, is greeted by Rusk, and LBJ
90- Balewa’s remarks
118- Motorcade leaves Andrew’s for Blair House
163- Balewa arrives at White House for luncheon meeting with JFK
171- JFK greets Balewa
181- JFK introduces Balewa to Sen. Dirksen before going inside
190- Balewa on tour of Washington, Lincoln Memorial
237- State Department (does not speak here)
262- Balewa goes to the Senate
300- Balewa speaks
351- Balewa visits the Washington Mosque
409- Balewa speaks at Press Club luncheon
500- Balewa visits Bull Run [Gettysburg Battlefield]
530- Dinner at Mayflower, given by Balewa in honor of JFK
   Includes footage of Balewa, JFK, JBK
557- Balewa in Chicago, at the University
644- Balewa at Nashville Tenn., views some of TVA project
770- Balewa receives honorary degree
795- Balewa at the United Press Club of America (New York)
867- Balewa at the U.N.
920- Plane departs
973- End action